
THE LANDINGS 

 GOLF CART/LOW-SPEED VEHICLE POLICY  

To own and operate any Golf Cart/Low Speed vehicles (�CARTS�) on any Landings street, all 

residents, renters and guests must comply with the following rules: 

1. All CARTS must be registered at the main gate and affixed with an identification number 

provided by a Safety & Security Committee representative. The registration application must 

include the name, address, and phone number(s) of the CART owner. 

2. Before a CART can be registered and allowed to operate in the Landings, the owner must 

provide proof of general liability insurance coverage on the CART, with the LMA and Sub-

Associations named as additional insured. In addition, the owner of the CART must sign a 

liability waiver provided by the LMA, including giving the LMA the right to post videos and 

photos of documented inappropriate operation of the vehicle. 

3. All Golf Carts speed cannot exceed 20 MPH and must be equipped with efficient brakes, 

reliable steering, safe tires, a rear-view mirror and red reflective warning devices in both the 

front and rear in accordance with Florida law. 

4. A Low-Speed Vehicle (different than a golf cart) is any four-wheel vehicle whose top speed is 

greater than 20 MPH but not greater than 25 MPH, including, but not limited to, electric 

vehicles. Such vehicles must comply with safety standards set forth in Chapter 49, Code of 

Federal Regulations and Florida Statutes Sections 319 and 320.02 and must be equipped with 

headlights, taillights, stop lights, turn signals, reflectors, parking brake, rear view mirrors, 

windshield, seat belts and a Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) 

5. All-Terrain Vehicles (ATVs), as defined in Florida Statute 316.2074, are not permitted 

anywhere in the Landings. 

6. Drivers must be at least 14 years old to drive on Landings streets. 

7. Owner must provide the names and ages of all eligible and authorized drivers. 

8. All drivers must always obey the posted speed limits and operate the CART in a safe and 

courteous manner. All passenger�s must be seated and not standing or hanging outside when the 

vehicle is in motion.  

9. No towing behind the CART is allowed for any reason. 

10. No CARTS can be operated between the hours of sunset and sunrise unless the operator 

possesses a valid driver�s license, insurance, and working headlights and taillights. Except for 

approved maintenance vehicles, no CARTS are allowed on the Nature Trail at any time. 

PENALTIES 

A confirmed violation of the rules outlined above, including failure to register a CART, may result 

in a fine and/or the suspension to operate the CART in the Landings or suspension of the vehicle 

entry stickers associated with all vehicles listed at the address on the CART registration application.   


